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 Also included are the voices of filmmakers, actors, musicians, mental health professionals, and even
more. With an interesting and educational approach to educating yourself as well as your peers about the
issues and topics surrounding the LGBTQ+ community, Rainbow Family members will provide answers to
your children’ questions and help you raise them to become open-minded and accepting adults. Through
Rainbow Relatives, Karatas helps parents support, advocate for, and educate their children, relatives, and
family friends. Author Sudi Karatas tells a number of stories, such as for example that of a Mormon
woman’s transition from fighting against gay rights to learning to be a crusader for them.Whether you
have your very own questions because you’re preparing to come out to your kids, or you aren’t sure how
exactly to explain to your children why their uncle has a boyfriend or so why their friend has two
mommies, this book can help. First and foremost, this book can help you strategy the conversations you
need to have and predict what you can expect from them.
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Great reserve for all parents. This is a well crafted informative book. Would recommend to all parents
interested in teaching their children to be kind accepting human beings! The interviews and true to life
tales were as interesting, as they were entertaining.. A great book for non-parents aswell!! I highly
recommend it Rainbow Relatives is a wonderful reserve. different chapters cover topics such as for
example school (including bullying), religious beliefs and resources for LGBTQ families. In addition, the
book is highly entertaining and incredibly insightful.. Highly Recommend! I enjoyed the go through and
appreciated the real life experiences shared!! As a pediatrician, with many patients via nontraditional
families, I found it to be a practical guide to discussing these topics with kids. Five Stars Such an excellent
read! I purchased this reserve because I wanted for more information about the experiences of children
and how they cope with LGBT family members.! Rainbow Relatives is a timely, funny, informative read.I
highly recommend this book!!! Great book! Great book to read with you kids! Its insightful and touching.
It has all you need to understand on how to talk to children about their Rainbow Relatives. Rainbow
Relatives is a great book. While I already knew that book would be an invaluable instruction for LGBT
parents, it is also a great book for non-parents like myself. I highly recommend it. NOT! It seems like we
dealt with these issues and concerns years ago . In our now extremely polarized society, this book could
not be more timely. Done well, Sudi Karats! It's a thoughtful and interesting reserve that added depth to
my understanding and ready me for the unavoidable. It looks like we dealt with these issues and issues
years back and that culture had become oh a lot more enlightened. Well crafted and sensitive information
can be portrayed in a good way!. Whereas LGBTQ+ legal rights seem to be secured and expanded
oftentimes, it appears that it has not become the “new normal” when it comes to recognition and
acceptance on a popular level for those who don’t live in those bubbles. This publication takes a step-by-
step approach to broaching conversations that tie into well-known culture and what kids (and adults!) are
immersed in and put through in every aspect of their lives. And I really like that this publication not only
opens the dialogue for dealing with LTBTQ+ relatives and family members but also produces a safe space
for households to explore developing roles and relationships as kids examine and grow into their own
sexuality and gender roles. KUDOs for this book.. Sudi Karatas has brought beautiful stories about true
families, beautiful families that happen to be LGBT.today especially. In particular, if you have the best
interest at heart of any kid or teenager (aged 3 to 17), the publication will be a very helpful, fun, and
sometimes touching read. It is about that conversation that must happen eventually (hopefully sooner, for
me) with kids on the main topics diversity and sexual orientation so they can better understand the world
in this era or diversity and inclusion. Kids are more aware of this subject than they obtain credit for, and
there is no one size matches all approach that functions in every situations, argues the writer. I would
certainly trust that thinking. That being said, the numerous true to life stories presented in the book,
coupled with reference components, provide food for idea and the various tools for anyone to get ready
for the 'conversation'. It even includes information on how to turn out to your children (no easy task for
parents) to how to deal with bullies on the playground, in the pulpits, and almost everywhere else they
seem to be these days. There are many general lessons in this reserve: innovative means of addressing
LGBT problems when coping with children--even if they're not your own children. Well Done! A great
reference for today's modern family members - highly recommend! Rainbow Relatives is a timely, funny,
informative read. Therefore witty and full of heartfelt occasions. Also loved all the different tales of
people in every walks of existence. The book is quite well organized and thorough; What an incredible
resource for modern families today What an amazing resource for contemporary families today. 5 Stars
Remarkably good. I thought We had this subject down already and We had no concerns on the subject of
the inevitable questions that will someday come from my toddler on the subject of the gay parents he sees
at pre-school. But I came across Rainbow Relatives surprised me with perspectives I hadn't considered. I
wish this reserve was no more necessary. It's simply a wonderful read. Essential topic written in a



compassionate and thoughtful manner! Thoughtfully written, witty, and such an important topic.
Appreciate the concentrate on these discussions not only with children but with anyone in our society. I
would recommend this reserve to anyone. The right approach at the proper time!. get more confidence in
how to overcome the diversity topic with kids I recommend this book for everyone. Recommend ordering
or selecting one up! Great writing and stories from those around our lgbt community Loved this book and
a must read for the lgbt community and the allies. IMPORTANT AND BEAUTIFUL Tales! Highly
recommended for anybody; A must read!
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